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Friend, this is a long email about President Trump’s upcoming rally in our 
state. I really need you to read the whole thing -- then RSVP to join our Unity 
Rally to counter Trump’s hateful agenda. >>
 
President Trump is holding a massive campaign rally in New Mexico on Monday
night. 
 
This has huge implications for our Senate race. His campaign has promised to
spend big to turn New Mexico red.
 
But I’m not going to let that happen. 
 
Last year, I led Democrats' successful effort to win the House Majority. I’m going to
use those same strategies to win in New Mexico, beat Mitch McConnell and
President Trump, and put the Senate back to work for the American people. 
 
I beat Trump in 2018 and I know we can beat him and his Republican Senate in
2020.
 
That’s been my focus every day since launching our campaign. But this Monday --
we’re kicking it into overdrive. 
 
On Monday afternoon, before President Trump delivers a speech we know will be
filled with empty promises for our families, hateful attacks on our communities, and a
losing strategy for our economy, I will join New Mexicans from across our state for a
unity rally to show the entire country and President Trump what we believe in.
 
Please join our unity event at 5 p.m. on Monday, September 16 at Tiguex Park,
1898 Mountain Rd NW, Albuquerque. This is our chance to show the entire
country what New Mexico stands for.
 
I hope I’ll see you there.
 
New Mexico is a state that celebrates our diversity and communities. We’re a state
that stands up for women, children, and immigrants. And you better believe we’re a
state that stands up against gun violence, corruption, and hatred. 
 
On Monday I’ll stand proud as a New Mexican and I hope you’ll join me.

https://secure.benrlujan.com/page/m/40f6b4b4/18e6b449/52c6a1ec/7be4cc96/2812290570/VEsH/?g=90mxfVNw52hdeJND7ddmnGA
https://secure.benrlujan.com/page/m/40f6b4b4/18e6b449/52c6a1ec/7be4cc96/2812290570/VEsE/?g=90mxfVNw52hdeJND7ddmnGA


 
Best, 
Ben Ray 
 
P.S. After you put Monday’s event into your calendar -- can you help me promote
our unity and counter President Trump’s attacks by pitching in $5 or whatever you
can? We can win in New Mexico -- but only if I have your support. 
 

Chip in $5 >>

 

 

       

Ben Ray Luján is running to be the first Hispanic Senator from New Mexico in more than 40 years. No one
like Ben Ray has ever run for Senate before. He led the charge to take back the House for the American

people and Democrats (and succeeded by a historic margin) and now he's running to take back the Senate
too. 

We know we send you a lot of emails, but that's because Ben Ray isn’t taking a cent of corporate PAC
money. His campaign is 100% people-powered. And the polls show we have a once-in-a-lifetime shot to

finally defeat Mitch McConnell and take back the Senate. But we can’t do this without winning New Mexico.
Will you be a part of this historic movement? 

DONATE

We’re counting on you to stick with us for the long-haul. If you want to stay updated but receive fewer
emails, please let us know. If you’d like to unsubscribe completely, we understand. Please unsubscribe

here, and we’ll make sure to process your request.

 

People for Ben

PO Box 25371

Albuquerque, NM 87125
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